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The chiral Luttinger liquid model for the edge dynamics of a two-dimensional electron gas in a strong
magnetic field is derived from coarse-graining and a lowest Landau level projection procedure at arbitrary
filling factors n,1 –without reference to the quantum Hall effect. Based on this model, we develop a formal-
ism to calculate the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker conductances in generic experimental setups including multiple leads
and voltage probes. In the absence of tunneling between the edges the ‘‘ideal’’ Hall conductances (Gi j
5e2n/h if lead j is immediately upstream of lead i, and Gi j50 otherwise! are recovered. Tunneling of
quasiparticles of fractional charge e* between different edges is then included as an additional term in the
Hamiltonian. In the limit of weak tunneling we obtain explicit expressions for the corrections to the ideal
conductances. As an illustration of the formalism we compute the current- and temperature-dependent resis-
tance Rxx(I ,T) of a quantum point contact localized at the center of a gate-induced constriction in a quantum
Hall bar. The exponent a in the low-current relation Rxx(I ,0);Ia22 shows a nontrivial dependence on the
strength of the inter-edge interaction, and its value changes as e*VH , where VH5hI/ne2 is the Hall voltage,
falls below a characteristic crossover energy \c/d , where c is the edge wave velocity and d is the length of the
constriction. The consequences of this crossover are discussed vis-a-vis recent experiments in the weak tun-
neling regime.
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The quantum Hall effect ~QHE! has been for the last 20
years an amazingly rich source of experimental and theoret-
ical results1–3 ~for a review, also see Refs. 4–6!. Exotic con-
cepts such as incompressible quantum Hall liquids, fraction-
ally charged quasiparticles7–11 and composite fermions12,13
have become part of the everyday language of physics. One
of the most interesting developments triggered by the QHE
has been the realization that the edge of a quantum Hall
liquid14 provides a clean realization of the chiral Luttinger
liquid (xLL).15,16
As is well known, the Luttinger liquid ~LL! concept—first
introduced by Haldane17, building on an earlier exact solu-
tion of the Luttinger liquid model18,19—is the accepted para-
digm for the low-energy behavior of interacting Fermi liq-
uids in one dimension. In the LL model two types of
fermions—right movers and left movers—are coupled by an
interaction of strength g. Each type of fermion by itself
forms a chiral Fermi liquid, and its density fluctuation
drˆ a(x) @a5left (L) or right (R)# can be expressed as the
derivative of a bosonic displacement field fˆ a(x) that satis-
fies the commutation relations
@fˆ a~x !,fˆ b~x8!#5ipsadabsgn~x2x8!, ~1!
where sa51 for a5L and sa521 for a5R . The interac-
tion between right and left movers can be eliminated by a
transformation ~canonical up to a scale factor! that preserves0163-1829/2003/68~3!/035314~19!/$20.00 68 0353the relation between the net current and the displacement
fields and leads to two independent chiral fields fˆ a8 which
now satisfy the anomalous commutation relation
@fˆ a8 ~x !,fˆ b8 ~x8!#5ipe22usadabsgn~x2x8!, ~2!
where u5 12 tanh21(g/2) is a measure of the strength of the
original left-right coupling. The xLL model arises when one
considers just one of these two fields, with commutator ~2!.
The anomalous commutator leads to a rich phenomenol-
ogy, including absence of the usual electron quasiparticles,
anomalously slow decay of correlation functions, nonlinear
transport properties etc . . . Needless to say these effects are
very difficult to observe experimentally, due to the dramatic
impact of even a modest concentration of impurities on the
properties of a one-dimensional quantum system.20–27
It was therefore welcome news when, in a seminal 1990
paper, Wen15,16,28 showed that the density fluctuation excita-
tions at the edge of an incompressible quantum Hall liquid at
filling factor n51/q (q5odd integer) correspond to those of
a xLL with e22u5n . Unlike one-dimensional metallic sys-
tems, the edge of a quantum Hall liquid is essentially unaf-
fected by disorder, so the xLL ideas could finally be put to
an accurate experimental test.29,30 Following Wen’s insight
the analysis was extended to more complex hierarchical
QHE states, where it turned out that one can have multiple
branches of edge excitations ~i.e., multiple xLLs), some©2003 The American Physical Society14-1
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in ensuring the correct value of the quantized Hall
conductance.31,32
Understandably, these papers created a widespread belief
that the xLL behavior of the edge is inextricably tied to the
QHE in the bulk. For one thing, the energy gap of the quan-
tum Hall liquid state was believed to be essential to ensure
that the low energy excitations are confined to the edges of
the system. It thus came as a big surprise when Grayson
et al.33 reported that the xLL could be observed in a whole
range of filling factors 14 ,n,1 and was apparently unre-
lated to the quantization of the Hall conductance.
In Sec. II of this paper we will argue that the validity of
the xLL model for the edge dynamics of a two-dimensional
electron liquid at high magnetic field follows from elemen-
tary semiclassical considerations, which should be valid at
any filling factor and have nothing to do with the occurrence
of the quantum Hall effect. The essential point is that the
hydrodynamic modes, obtained by ‘‘integrating out’’ fluctua-
tions that are rapidly varying in time ~on the scale of the
cyclotron frequency! and in space ~on the scale of the mag-
netic length!,34 are automatically bound to the regions of
space in which the gradient of the equilibrium density differs
from zero, i.e., to the edges of the system. In addition, the
algebra of the edge density fluctuations ~precisely defined in
Sec. II! follows from the algebra of the projected density
operators, when the latter is averaged on a length scale that is
large compared to the magnetic length.
In Secs. III–IV we develop the formalism for the calcu-
lation of the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker ~LB! conductances35 for ge-
neric experimental arrangements including multiple termi-
nals connected to the system by leads. Ordinarily, the LB
theory expresses the conductance Gi j ~which connects the
current in the ith terminal to the voltage applied to the j th
one! in terms of the transmission probability of an electron
quasiparticle from one terminal to the other. But, in the
present case, there are no electron quasiparticles. Instead, the
voltage applied to one terminal induces a train of collective
waves which propagate along the edges of the system and
eventually feeds a current into several different terminals. It
is not surprising therefore that the conductance can be ex-
pressed solely in terms of the displacement field propagators
along the edges of the system. We show that this approach, in
the absence of interedge coupling, yields the ideal Hall con-
ductances even in the presence of inhomogeneities that cause
partial reflection of edge waves.
Deviations from the ideal Hall effect can and do occur
when the possibility of inter-edge tunneling is taken into ac-
count. This subject is taken up in Secs. V–VI. Due to its
quantum mechanical origin tunneling is not included in the
semiclassical hydrodynamic description and must be intro-
duced ‘‘by hand.’’ We describe tunneling in terms of two
parameters, the tunneling amplitude G and, most importantly,
the charge e* of the quasiparticles that are transferred from
one edge to the other. Since a fundamental theory of e* at
general filling factors is not yet available one may choose to
treat e* as a phenomenological input parameter, whose value
may be determined from experiments. Alternatively one can
choose e*5ne which is believed to be correct at n51/q ,03531where q is an odd integer. In terms of G and e* we can
finally calculate the corrections to the ideal Hall conduc-
tances: the final expressions involve the differential tunnel-
ing conductance, i.e. the derivative of the tunneling current
with respect to the potential difference between the two
edges.
In Sec. VII we present a perturbative study of the nonlin-
ear resistance Rxx(I ,T) of a quantum point contact situated
within a constriction in a quantum Hall bar.36 The perturba-
tion theory is valid for Rxx!h/e2. This study generalizes
Wen’s original treatment of this phenomenon37 and the later
study by Moon and Girvin38 by including the effect of an
inhomogeneous short-ranged interedge interaction, i.e., an
interaction that is strong in the region of the quantum point
contact, but becomes weak as one moves away from it. In
Wen’s paper a repulsive, but translationally invariant, inter-
edge interaction leads to a decrease in the tunneling expo-
nent a defined by Rxx(I ,0);Ia22 or Rxx(0,T);Ta22. This
would make the behavior of the resistance even more singu-
lar than in the theory without inter-edge coupling at low
temperature and bias voltage. Our calculations indicate that
the interplay of the interedge interaction with the broken
translational invariance alters the relationship between the
tunneling exponent and the strength of the interaction in the
constriction region. The new relationship is relevant when
either e*VH , (VH5hI/ne2 being the Hall voltage! or kBT
are above a geometric energy scale \c/d , where c is the edge
wave velocity and d is the length of the constriction. For
realistic values of the parameters this energy scale is in the
range of 100 mK. Above this ‘‘crossover’’ energy the tunnel-
ing exponent turns out to be larger than expected from the
noninteracting theory and a fortiori, from Wen’s interacting
theory.
All these results suggest that a quantitative comparison
between theory and experiment cannot ignore the interac-
tions between the edges of the quantum Hall liquid in the
region of the constriction. In particular the exponents of the
current-voltage relationship may be non-universal in the ex-
perimentally accessible range of temperatures, reverting to
universal values only at extremely low temperatures. Evi-
dence for nonuniversal behavior in the tunneling exponents
has recently surfaced from several different points of
view.39–44
II. DERIVATION OF THE CHIRAL LUTTINGER LIQUID
MODEL
Consider a two-dimensional electron liquid in a strong
perpendicular magnetic field B52Bzˆ such that all the elec-
trons reside in the lowest Landau level ~LLL!. The hamil-
tonian, projected within the LLL, has the form
Hˆ 5
1
2E drE dr8rˆ ~r!V~r2r8!rˆ ~r8!1E drV0~r!rˆ ~r!,
~3!
where rˆ (r) is the number density operator projected in the
LLL, V(r2r8) is the electron-electron interaction potential,4-2
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and a self-interaction-removing term are just constants, and
have therefore been dropped.
Next we write the density operator as the sum of the clas-
sical equilibrium density r0(r) and a fluctuation drˆ (r):
rˆ ~r!5r0~r!1drˆ ~r!, ~4!
where r0(r) is determined by the equation
E dr8V~r2r8!r0~r8!1V0~r!5m , ~5!
and m is a constant fixing the total number of particles. This
gives ~again, up to a constant!
Hˆ 5
1
2E drE dr8drˆ ~r!V~r2r8!drˆ ~r8!. ~6!
The commutation relations between projected density op-
erators at different r are easily deduced from the well known
result45
@rˆ ~q!,rˆ ~k!#5~ek*q,
2/22e2kq*,
2/2!rˆ ~k1q!, ~7!
where k5kx1iky , q5qx1iqy , ,[(\c/eB)1/2 is the mag-
netic length, and (x ,y ,z) form a right-handed coordinate
frame.
Since we are interested in the dynamics of long wave-
length density fluctuations, we expand the right-hand side of
~7! to leading order in k, , q, and transform to real space.
This gives
@rˆ ~r!,rˆ ~r8!#.i,2e i j] ir0~r!] jd~r2r8!, ~8!
where i , j denote Cartesian components in the (x ,y) plane,
] i[]/]ri , e i j is the two-dimensional Levi-Civita tensor, and
repeated indices are summed over. Notice that we have re-
placed the density operator rˆ (r) on the right hand side of Eq.
~8! by its equilibrium expectation value r0(r): this is legiti-
mate as long as we are interested only in the linear dynamics
of small fluctuations about the equilibrium state.
The remarkable feature of Eq. ~8! is that the commutator
is proportional to the derivative of the ground state density.
This implies that hydrodynamic density fluctuations are
bound to regions where the equilibrium density varies, and
are absent from the regions of constant density. This can be
seen most clearly by writing down the equation of motion for
the density fluctuation, which is easily seen to have the form
] tdr~r,t !5,
2@] ir0~r!#« i j] jE dr8V~r,r8!dr~r8,t !. ~9!
Because this equation agrees with what one finds by taking
the large magnetic field limit of the hydrodynamic Euler
equations34 we will call our approach ‘‘hydrodynamical.’’
The fact that the hydrodynamic density fluctuations are
proportional to the derivative of the equilibrium density im-
plies that they are concentrated near the edges of the system
where the density profile has a strong variation. Let us con-
sider, for definiteness, the model depicted in Fig. 1, where03531the boundary of the electron liquid is divided by leads into
different ‘‘edges’’ labeled by roman numerals. The leads are
connected to reservoirs ~labeled 1–4 in Fig. 1!. There are
also two special reservoirs, the ‘‘source’’ ~S! and the ‘‘drain’’
~D!. Each reservoir is connected to two edges. We introduce
a one-dimensional coordinate xa that keeps track of the po-
sition along edge a (a5i,ii,iii . . . in the example! growing
continuously along the direction of the arrows, i.e., from
source to drain. We denote by xai the point where the lead
coming from reservoir i contacts the edge a . At each point
along an edge we attach a local y axis normal to the edge.
The density varies rapidly as a function of y and slowly as a
function of x. We therefore introduce an integrated edge den-
sity fluctuation
drˆ ~xa!5E dydrˆ ~xa ,y !, ~10!
where the edge is located at about y50 and the integral over
y extends far enough to include the whole region in which
the density fluctuations differ from zero ~see Fig. 1!. From
algebra ~8! one can then derive the commutation rules for
edge density fluctuations. In Appendix A we show that
@drˆ ~xa!,drˆ ~xb8 !#52i
n~xa!sa
2p dab]xad~xa2xb8 !,
~11!
FIG. 1. ~a! Description of the device used in the experiments. A
two-dimensional electron gas is in contact with several reservoirs.
Two, the source ~S! and the drain ~D!, are used to inject and extract
a current. The others ~four in the figure! are used as voltage probes.
Each reservoir contacts two edges ~labeled by roman numerals!.
Gate voltages ~G! create a depletion zone and force the edges to
stay close. The current flows are shown in the figure. ~b! Expanded
view of the edge region. Density fluctuations exist only in a limited
region around the x axis ~the shaded region in the figure!. We inte-
grate over the direction y perpendicular to the edge to obtain an
‘‘edge density fluctuation’’ that depends only on the position along
the edge.4-3
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n(xa) is the equilibrium filling factor @defined as n(x)
52pl2r0(x)] in the bulk contiguous to the edge labeled
‘‘a.’’ Edge fluctuations on different edges commute.
For constant n Eq. ~11! reproduces the Kac-Moody cur-
rent algebra for the density fields in the chiral Luttinger liq-
uid model. Due to the presence of the noninteger factor n
these commutation rules imply that each edge with n,1
exhibits xLL behavior, even if all interactions between dif-
ferent edges are turned off. Notice that our derivation of the
xLL has nothing to do with the quantum Hall effect: it only
depends on the coarse graining ~the hydrodynamic approxi-
mation! and on the high magnetic field limit ~the projection
in the LLL!. The derivation is valid for arbitrary value of n ,
whereas the quantum Hall effect occurs only at special val-
ues of n for which, as will be argued below, the strength of
tunneling between different edge states becomes negligible.
In terms of edge density fluctuations, the Hamiltonian be-
comes
H5
1
2 (ab E dxaE dxb8drˆ ~xa!V~xa ,xb8 !drˆ ~xb8 !, ~12!
where V(xa ,xb8 )(5V(xb8 ,xa)) is constructed from the origi-
nal interaction V(r,r8) by putting r at position xa along the
edge a , and r8 at position xb8 along the edge b . By using Eq.
~11! and Hamiltonian ~12!, the equation of motion for edge
density fluctuations is immediately found to be
] tdrˆ ~xa!52
n~xa!sa
2p E2‘
‘
dxb8]xaV~xa ,xb8 !drˆ ~xb8 !.
~13!
Rather than pursuing the solution of Eq. ~13! in general, we
shall henceforth restrict our attention to the special case in
which all the edges share the same bulk density, i.e., n(xa)
5n independent of a and x. It is convenient to define the
‘‘displacement field’’ fˆ (xa ,t) such that
drˆ ~xa ,t !5]xfˆ ~xa ,t !. ~14!
These fields satisfy the commutation relations
@fˆ ~xa!,fˆ ~xb8 !#5i
n
4p sasgn~x2x8!dab . ~15!
Assuming a time dependence of the form
fˆ ~xa ,t !5fˆ ~xa!e
2ivt
, ~16!
we see that Eq. ~13! takes the form
iv]xaf
ˆ ~xa!5
nsa
2p E2‘
‘
dxb8]xaV~xa ,xb8 !]xb8f
ˆ ~xb8 !.
~17!
The associated eigenvalue problem
iv]xaw~xa!5
nsa
2p E2‘
‘
dxb8]xaV~xa ,xb8 !]xb8w~xb8 !.
~18!03531is Hermitian, and has the following properties: ~1! All the
eigenfrequencies vn are real. ~2! If wn(xa) is an eigenfunc-
tion with frequency vn then wn*(xa) is an eigenfunction with
frequency 2vn . ~3! The eigenfunctions wna(x) form a com-
plete basis in the Hilbert space with the completeness
2i(
n
sgn~vn!wn~xa!wn*~xb8 !]xb85sadabd~xa2xb8 !,
~19!
and the orthonormality conditions
(
a
isaE dxawn*~xa!]xawm~xa!5sgn~vn!dnm . ~20!
The proof of these relations is provided in Appendix B.
It is straightforward, with the help of the above relations,
to show that the density fluctuation field can be expanded on
the basis provided by the wn’s as follows:
drˆ ~xa!5A n2p (n.0 @bˆ n]xawn~xa!1bˆ n†]xawn*~xa!# ,
~21!
where n.0 specifies that only the positive frequency eigen-
functions are included in the sum and the bˆ ns—one for each
n.0—are boson operators obeying the standard commuta-
tion relation @bˆ n ,bˆ n8
†
#5dnn8 . At the same time, Hamiltonian
~12! takes the form
Hˆ 5 (
n.0
\vnbˆ n
†bˆ n . ~22!
It is instructive at this point to solve the eigenvalue equa-
tion ~18! in a simple case. We consider just two parallel
edges in a translationally invariant Hall bar geometry, a51
for the left edge and a52 for the right edge ~see Fig. 2!. The
interaction is assumed to have the form
V~xa2xb8 !5S V1~x12x18! V2~x12x28!V2~x22x18! V1~x22x28!D , ~23!
where V1 and V2 are translationally invariant interactions
between density fluctuations on the same edge and on differ-
ent edges respectively ~The coordinates x1, and x2 are set up
to have the same value on points at the same ‘‘height’’ on the
two edges!. We seek the solutions of Eq. ~18! in the form
w(xa)5w¯ a(k)eikxa. This leads to the 232 eigenvalue prob-
lem
ivS 1 00 21 D S w¯ 1w¯ 2D 5 ikn2p S V1~k ! V2~k !V2~k ! V1~k ! D S w
¯ 1
w¯ 2
D ,
~24!
where V1(k) and V2(k) are the Fourier transforms of V1(x)
and V2(x) ~the upper part of the spinor refers to the left
edge!. The eigenvalues are
vk56
n
2p
AV12~k !2V22~k !uku, ~25!4-4
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‘‘up-moving’’ one is
wk
u~xa!5
1
AkL
S ukeikx1
2vke
ikx2D , ~26!
with k.0, and the ‘‘down-moving’’ one is
wk
d~xa!5
1
AkL
S vke2ikx1
2uke
2ikx2D , ~27!
also with k.0. Here, as usual, we have normalized the
eigenfunctions with the factor 1/AL where L is the length of
the edge. This length is assumed to be arbitrarily large, and
will not enter the physical results. On the other hand, the
presence of the normalization factor 1/Ak is imposed by the
orthonormality conditions. Since these conditions require
uk
22vk
251, one can write uk5cosh uk , vk5sinh uk and
tanh 2uk5
V2~k !
V1~k !
. ~28!
Thus, we have recovered the standard expressions for the
dispersion of the edge waves in the ordinary ~nonchiral! Lut-
tinger liquid model. However, we emphasize that, in the
present model, the xLL behavior persists even if the interac-
tion V2 is turned off. This is due to the anomalous commu-
tator @Eq. ~11!# between density fluctuations on the same
edge.
FIG. 2. Schematics of a translationally invariant two-terminal
device.03531III. FORMULATION OF TRANSPORT
In transport theory we need to calculate the change in the
current I i that flows into reservoir ‘‘i’’ due to a change in the
potential V j of reservoir ‘‘j’’:
dI i5(j Gi jdV j . ~29!
~The conductance matrix elements Gi j will in general depend
on the initial values Vi of the applied voltages: these initial
values will be referred to as ‘‘bias voltages.’’! The current
will be considered positive when it enters a reservoir and
negative when it leaves it. Due to gauge invariance and cur-
rent conservation the Gi js ~under steady-state conditions!
satisfy the constraints
(j Gi j5(i Gi j50. ~30!
These constraints specify the values of the diagonal conduc-
tances Gii once the off-diagonal ones with iÞ j are known.
The form of the edge current-density operator Iˆ(xa) is
dictated by the continuity equation
e] tdrˆ ~xa!5]xIˆ~xa!, ~31!
which immediately gives
Iˆa~x !5e] tfˆ a~x !. ~32!
This current density is positive when it flows along the di-
rection of the arrows in Fig. 1, and negative otherwise. Thus,
the current flowing into terminal i is given by
dIˆ i5(
a
jaidIˆ~xai!, ~33!
where
jai5H 11 if a enters i21 if a exits i
0 otherwise.
~34!
The linear response of the current density to a periodic varia-
tion of the electrical potential dV(xb) is given by
dI~xa!5i
e2
\ (b E dxb8dV~xb8 !E0
‘
dt
3^@] tfˆ ~xa ,t !,]x
b8
fˆ ~xb8 !#&e
i(v1ih)t
, ~35!
where v is the frequency and ^ . . . & denotes the equilibrium
average. A first integration by parts with respect to time gives
dI~xa!5i
e2
h (b E dxb8 @v]xb8D~xa ,xb8 ;v!#dV~xb8 !,
~36!
where4-5
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0
‘
^@fˆ ~xa ,t !,fˆ ~xb8 !#&e
i(v1ih)tdt
~37!
is the retarded displacement-field propagator, whose explicit
expression in terms of ‘‘phonon eigenfunctions’’ is
D~xa ,xb8 ;v!5n (
n.0
Fwn~xa!wn*~xb8 !v2vn1ih 2 wn*~xa!wn~xb8 !v1vn1ih G .
~38!
In doing the integral by parts we have exploited the
fact that ]x8D(xa ,xb8 ;t501)522pi@fˆ (xa),]xb8fˆ (xb8 )#
}dabd(xa2xb8 ) vanishes unless xa and xb8 coincide. It will
be shown below that this condition is always satisfied in the
relevant region of integration.
A potential change dV j applied to the j th lead can be
modelled as a change of the potential on the two edges that
enter and exit the reservoir. The change in potential is con-
sidered uniform over the portions of the edges that run inside
the leads, and drops to zero at the points of contact between
the leads and the system. ~It must be borne in mind that what
we are modeling here is the externally applied potential, not
the full screened potential that will appear all over the sys-
tem in response to the external perturbation.! Thus we see
that the potential change associated with reservoir j is de-
scribed by the equation
]xbdV~xb!5(j jb jd~xb2xb j!dV j , ~39!
where the ‘‘contact functions’’ jb j are defined in Eq. ~34!.
We now combine Eqs. ~36!, ~33! and ~39!. The integral
over xb8 can be immediately carried out ~by parts! under the
reasonable assumption that the phonon eigenfunctions decay
exponentially for x→6‘ i.e., well inside the reservoirs.
This is physically expected to happen as the one-dimensional
edge channels broaden into a three dimensional reservoir.
Mathematically, one must make sure that the eigenfunctions
used to calculate the displacement propagator satisfy this
boundary condition. The final result for the current arriving
at reservoir i via edge channel a due to a potential distur-
bance applied to edge channel b by reservoir j with iÞ j is
dI i5(j S 2i e2h (ab jaijb j limv→0vD~xai ,xb j ;v!D dV j .
~40!
The quantity within the round brackets is, by definition, Gi j .
Note that this equation specifies only the off-diagonal ele-
ments (iÞ j) of the conductance matrix. This guarantees that
xai is macroscopically distinct from xb j and validates our
integration by parts with respect to time. Diagonal elements
Gii are determined by continuity conditions ~30!.
As a simple example consider the calculation of the
propagator in the translationally invariant geometry with
short range interactions, so that the phonon eigenfunctions
are labeled by a wave vector k and vk5ck where c is the
velocity of the edge mode. To ensure that the phonon eigen-03531functions vanish for uxu→‘ we shift the wave vector k in-
finitesimally into the complex plane, setting k→k
1ih sgn(x) in Eq. ~26! and k→k2ih sgn(x) in Eq. ~27!.
Next, we substitute these eigenfunctions into Eq. ~38! and
convert the sum over n into an integral along the real axis of
the complex variable k. We readily find that only the poles at
k56(v1ih)/c contribute to the integral which thus yields
2i lim
v→0
vD~xa ,xb8 ;v!5nQ~xa2xb8 !S u2 2uv2uv v2 D
1nQ~xb82xa!S v2 2uv2uv u2 D ,
~41!
where u, v are the k→0 limits of uk and vk .
Notice that in the case of decoupled edges (u51, v50)
one has only upward propagation on the left edge and down-
ward propagation on the right one. This makes the conduc-
tance Gi j vanish unless the reservoirs j is ‘‘upstream’’ of
reservoir i, consistent with the definition of an ideal quantum
Hall system.46 It is straightforward, at this point, to compute
the two-terminal conductances G12 , G21 of the simple device
shown in Fig. 2. Since the source and the drain reservoirs
contact both edges, and ja152ja2 for each edge, Eq. ~40!
gives us
G125
e2n
h e
22u5G21 . ~42!
Interestingly, the presence of the factor e22u5(u2v)2 in the
relation between the current and the source-drain potential
does not imply a deviation from the ideal Hall conductance,
since the relation between the Hall voltage ~as measured by
ideal voltage probes applied to the two sides of the Hall bar!
and the source-drain potential is also modified by the same
factor.37
IV. REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION OF EDGE WAVES
Before proceeding to the calculation of the conductances
in the presence of interedge tunneling we wish to take a
closer look at free edge waves in the presence of a constric-
tion that breaks translational symmetry ~see Fig. 3!. This
constriction can be created by depleting a portion of the
sample by applying a voltage to metallic gates on top of the
mesa. When an edge wave of finite wave vector k impinges
on the constriction it is partially reflected and partially trans-
mitted. How this affects the conductance depends crucially
on the behavior of the reflection coefficient r(k) in the limit
k→0. If r(0)50 then there is no correction to the ideal
conductance ~in the absence of tunneling!; otherwise there
will be one.
To keep the analysis simple, we now assume that both V1
and V2 are short ranged on the scale of the density varia-
tions: this means, in particular, that only points at the same
value of x on opposite edges interact and Vab(x) has the
form4-6
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where
V2~x !5H V2,1 , x,2d/2V2,2 , uxu,d/2
V2,3 , x.d/2.
~44!
Since the potential has a steplike behavior, with three dif-
ferent values in the three regions 1, 2, and 3, we seek the
FIG. 3. The two types of constrictions we consider. On the right,
a semi-infinite constriction. On the left, a more realistic constriction
localized in a finite region of the sample. For clarity the lateral
voltage probes are not shown.03531solution in a piecewise form. As in the standard scattering
theory we label the full solution with the quantum number of
the incident wave. For instance for an incident wave from the
bottom on the left edge wk1
u (x) we seek the ‘‘up-moving’’
solution in the form
w˜ k1
u ~x !5H wk1u ~x !1ruwk1d ~x !, x,2d/2Auwk2u ~x !1Buwk2d ~x !, uxu,d/2
tuwk3
u ~x !, x.d/2.
~45!
The wave vectors k1 , k2, and k3 in regions 1, 2, and 3,
respectively, are determined by the condition that the energy
of the wave is not changed in the scattering, i.e.,
c1k15c2k25c3k3 , ~46!
where c1 , c2, and c3 are the sound velocities in the corre-
sponding regions. We remark that the wave function w˜ k1
u is
labeled with the wave vector k1 of the incident wave it origi-
nates from. In a similar way one can construct the ‘‘down-
moving’’ solution,
w˜ k3
d ~x !5H tdwk1d ~x !, x,2d/2Adwk2u ~x !1Bdwk2d ~x !, uxu,d/2
wk3
d ~x !1rdwk3
u ~x !, x.d/2.
~47!
Notice that the spinor-like eigenfunctions wk
u(d)(x) @see Eqs.
~26! and ~27!# are those appropriate for each region. ru(d),
tu(d) are the reflection and transmission amplitudes for the
up-~down-! moving wave. The matching conditions are dic-
tated by the physical requirement that there is no accumula-
tion of energy at the interfaces. This is equivalent to the
requirement of continuity of the solution at x56d/2 and
gives four conditions from which the coefficients A, B, t, and
r can be determined. The solutions, expressed in terms of the
mixing angles, aretu5
e2i ~k11k3!d/2
cos~k2d !cosh~u12u3!2i sin~k2d !cosh~2u22u12u3!
Ac1
c3
,
ru52
cos~k2d !sinh~u12u3!1i sin~k2d !sinh~2u22u12u3!
cos~k2d !cosh~u12u3!2i sin~k2d !cosh~2u22u12u3!
e2ik1d,
~48!
Au5
cosh~u32u2!e2i ~k11k2!d/2
cos~k2d !cosh~u12u3!2i sin~k2d !cosh~2u22u12u3!
Ac1
c2
,
Bu5
sinh~u32u2!ei~k22k1!d/2
cos~k2d !cosh~u12u3!2i sin~k2d !cosh~2u22u12u3!
Ac1
c2
.
The expression for the coefficients in the ‘‘down-moving’’ solution can be obtained with the substitutions
tu→td; ru→rd; Au→Bd; Bu→Ad ~49!
and
u1→u3 , u3→u1 , c1→c3 . ~50!4-7
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tion uru21(c1 /c3)utu251 which follows from the conserva-
tion law derived in Appendix C. By sending d to zero one
can examine the case described in the left panel of Fig. 3.
When d50, one gets47
tu5
1
cosh~u12u3!
Ac1
c3
,
ru52
sinh~u12u3!
cosh~u12u3!
. ~51!
In Eq. ~42! we have seen that the interedge interaction renor-
malizes the two terminal conductance G12 with the factor
e22u which gives rise to an effective filling factor n˜
5ne22u. From this point of view by introducing the effec-
tive filling factor in the different regions n˜ i5ne22u i
(i51,2,3), one can rewrite Eq. ~51! as48
r5
n˜ 12n˜ 3
n˜ 11n˜ 3
,
t5
2n˜ 3
n˜ 11n˜ 3
Ac1
c3
. ~52!
We can now ask how the reflection of edge waves modi-
fies the conductances obtained for the translationally invari-
ant case at the end of Sec. III. To keep the discussion as
simple as possible consider first the situation in which the
interedge interaction is present only in the constriction re-
gion 2d/2,x,d/2. Four reservoirs are attached to the sys-
tem above and below the constriction. A straightforward cal-
culation with eigenfunctions of the form of Eq. ~45! and ~47!
gives the following expressions for the dimensionless con-
ductances gi j5hGi j /ne2:
g215
1
2piE2‘
‘
dk
eik(x22x1)
k2v/c2i01
tu~k !,
g3150,
g415
1
2piE2‘
‘
dk
e2ik(x41x1)
k2v/c2i01
ru~k !, ~53!
with the transmission and reflection coefficients given by Eq.
~48! evaluated for u15u350. They read
tu~k !5
ieikd
i cos~c1kd/c2!1sin~c1kd/c2!cosh~2u2!
,
ru~k !5
sin~c1kd/c2!sinh~2u2!e2ikd
i cos~c1kd/c2!1sin~c1kd/c2!cosh~2u2!
. ~54!
The key observation at this point is that the exponential fac-
tors in Eq. ~53! force to close the integration contours in the
upper half-plane. Apart from the pole at k5v/c1i01 there03531are no other poles in the upper half-plane since both tu(k)
and ru(k) have poles in the lower half-plane. Thus, we ob-
tain
G215
e2n
h t
u~v/c !,
G415
e2n
h r
u~v/c !, ~55!
and in the limit of zero frequency one recovers the exact
quantization that characterizes the ideal fractional QHE. This
result can be understood by observing that in the long wave-
length limit the constriction becomes fully transparent to the
current. The situation is quite different in the case of the
semi-infinite constriction where r(0) acquires a finite value:
in this case one finds deviations from the ideal Hall conduc-
tance. It is amusing to see that expressions ~55! are similar in
form to what the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker theory would predict for
a situation in which particles are physically backscattered
from one edge to the other with probability r(0). However,
up to this point, our theory does not allow for the transfer of
charge between the edges.
V. TUNNELING HAMILTONIAN
It is now time to consider the effect of charge tunneling
between different edges. The physical origin of tunneling lies
in the fact that the electron quasiparticles are not 100% lo-
calized on one or the other edge: the density matrix
r(r,r8)5^Cˆ †(r)Cˆ (r8)& (Cˆ †(r) is the creation operator of a
quasiparticle at position r) has a finite value even when r and
r8 are on different edges. This is true at all filling factors but,
of course, the range of the density matrix depends dramati-
cally on whether there are extended quasiparticle states at the
chemical potential, and this in turn depends on the filling
factor. The fractional QHE is believed to arise at electronic
densities such that there are no extended quasiparticle states
at the chemical potential, so that r(r,r8) is exponentially
small when r and r8 ~on different edges! are separated by a
distance larger than ;, . This means that there is essentially
no tunneling between the edges. Even in this case, however,
tunneling can be induced by pushing two edges together as
in the constrictions studied in the previous section.
Since the physics of tunneling is lost in the hydrodynamic
approximation, ~which is local in space and therefore does
not allow for any direct connection between the edges! we
need to put it back in the Hamiltonian ‘‘by hand.’’ To this end
we define a quasiparticle operator Cˆ a
† (xa) which adds a
charge e* ~not necessarily equal to the electron charge e)
localized at position xa along the a edge. This is accom-
plished by requiring that Cˆ a
† (xa) satisfy the commutation
relation
@Ca
† ~xa!,dr~xb8 !#52
e*
e
dabd~xa2xb8 !Ca
† ~xa!. ~56!
We hasten to say that we do not know, in general, what the
correct value of e* is. In some special cases, for example at4-8
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widely believed that e*5ne , but there is no general theory
for arbitrary filling factors. Let us then treat e* as a phenom-
enological parameter, and note that Eq. ~56! is satisfied by53
Ca
† ~xa!5Uˆ a
† expF2i e*e A2pn sa (n.0 wn*~xa!bˆ n†G
3expF2i e*e A2pn sa (n.0 wn~xa!bˆ nG ~57!
where Uˆ a
† is an operator that commutes with all the bˆ ’s and
bˆ †’s and increases the total charge Qˆ a on the edge by 2e*
@Uˆ a
†
,Qˆ b#5e*dabUˆ a† . ~58!
The statistics of the quasiparticle is determined by the
charge. If e*5e and n51 the fermion commutation rela-
tions are satisfied, otherwise the quasiparticle has a fractional
charge and a fractional statistics. Another point to be made is
that the creation of a fractional charge is not in contradiction
with the quantization of the electric charge: the fact that the
charge on the edge varies by a fractional amount simply
means that a compensating fractional variation must be oc-
curring deep in the reservoirs to keep the total charge in the
universe an integer.
In terms of the quasiparticle operators, the tunneling be-
tween two edges ~‘‘left’’ and ‘‘right’’! coupled by a constric-
tion at x50 is described by the tunneling Hamiltonian
Hˆ T5G:Cˆ L
†~0 !Cˆ R~0 !:1G*:Cˆ R
† ~0 !Cˆ L~0 !: , ~59!
where G is a ~phenomenological! tunneling amplitude and
: . . . : indicates the normal ordering. One can of course con-
sider more general situations in which tunneling occurs si-
multaneously at different points.
VI. TUNNELING CONDUCTANCE
Let us consider the case of just two edges coupled by a
constriction at x50. The complete Hamiltonian is
Hˆ 5 (
n.0
\vnbˆ n
†bˆ n1Hˆ T , ~60!
where the tunneling term Hˆ T , given by Eq. ~59!, introduces
an interaction between the formerly free bosons bˆ n . At the
same time, the total charge on, say, the left edge is no longer
a constant of motion: its time derivative defines the tunneling
current IˆT as follows:
IˆT52
i
\
@Qˆ L ,Hˆ T#5i
e*
\
@GCˆ L
†~0 !Cˆ R~0 !
2G*Cˆ R
† ~0 !Cˆ L~0 !# . ~61!
Looking back at Eq. ~40! we see that the task at hand is
that of calculating the correction to the displacement field
propagator due to the interaction between the bosons. We
will now show that this correction can be exactly expressed03531in terms of a tunneling current propagator and will provide a
perturbative evaluation of the latter.
First, let us introduce some compact notation. We define
Bˆ n
i [S bˆ nbˆ n†D , ~62!
where i51(2) for the upper ~lower! component, and the
associated phonon propagator
D
nn8
i j
~ t ![2
i
\
Q~ t !^@Bˆ n
i ~ t !,Bˆ n8
† j
#&. ~63!
Similarly we define
wn
i ~xa![S wn~xa!wn*~xa! D , ~64!
so that the phonon field propagator can be written as
D~xa ,xb8 ,t !5\nwn
i ~xa!D nn8
i j
~ t !wn
j ~xb8 ! ~65!
~sum over repeated indices!.
The phonon operators satisfy the equation of motion
i] tBˆ n
i 5Vn
i jBˆ n
j 2
Y n
i
e
IˆT , ~66!
where
Vˆ n
i j5S vn 00 2vnD , Y ni 5S gn2gn*D , ~67!
and
gn5A2pn (a wn*~0a!. ~68!
Then it is straightforward to verify that the phonon propa-
gator satisfies the equation of motion
~ i] td il2Vn
il!D
nn8
l j
5
~21 ! i
\
d i jdnn8d~ t !2
Y n
i
e
G
n8
j
~ t !,
~69!
where the auxiliary propagator
G nj ~ t !52
i
\
Q~ t !^@IˆT~ t !,Bˆ n
† j#& ~70!
satisfies in turn the equation of motion
~ i] td i j2Vn
i j!G nj ~ t !52
~Y n
i !*
e
M˜ T~ t !, ~71!
with
M˜ T~ t !5M T~ t !2
e*2
\2
^Hˆ T&d~ t !, ~72!
and4-9
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i
\
Q~ t !^@IˆT~ t !,IˆT#& ~73!
is the tunneling current propagator.
This system of equations is readily solved by Fourier
transformation with the following result:
D
nn8
i j
~v!5@D (0)#nn8
i j
~v!1
\2
e2
@D (0)#nn1
il ~v!Y n1
l M˜ T~v!
3~Y n2
m !*~@D (0)#n2n8
m j
~v!!*, ~74!
where @D (0)#nn8
i j (v) is the noninteracting phonon propaga-
tor. Thus the tunneling correction to the phonon propagator is
expressed in terms of the tunneling current propagator, as
promised.
We can now make use of this result to calculate the cor-
rection to the ideal conductances obtained in Sec. III. Let us
denote by Gi j
(0) the conductance obtained in the absence of
tunneling and by
dGi j5Gi j2Gi j
(0)
, ~75!
the correction due to the tunneling. After some straightfor-
ward manipulations one arrives at
dGi j52
i
n2
lim
v→0
(
a ig
jai@D (0)#~xai,0g ;v!
3@vM˜ T~v!#(
db j
@D (0)#*~0d ,xb j8 ;v!jb j , ~76!
where the indices g and d run over the two edges that are
coupled by tunneling at x50, and the Green’s function of
the noninteracting displacement field, @D (0)#ab(x ,x8;v), is
given by Eq. ~38!.
As a concrete example, consider a four-terminal geom-
etry, as may be obtained from Fig. 1 by considering only
terminals 1–4. Assume for simplicity that the mixing angle u
is independent of x. Then from Eq. ~41! we immediately get
(
g
@D (0)#~xa,0g ;v!
5(
g
@D (0)#~0g ,2xa ;v!
5
in
v
e2uFQ~x !S u
2v D 1Q~2x !S 2vu D G , ~77!
where the upper ~lower! component refers to the left ~right!
edge and u5cosh u, v5sinh u.
Substituting this into Eq. ~76! we find
dGi j5 (
a ib j
dGa ib j~xi ,x j!jaijb j , ~78!
where035314dGab~x ,x8!
52ie22u lim
v→0
M˜ T~v!
v H Q~x !Q~2x8!S u2 2uv2uv v2 D
1Q~2x !Q~x8!S v2 2uv
2uv u2 D 1Q~x !Q~x8!
3S 2uv u2v2 2uv D 1Q~2x !Q~2x8!S2uv v
2
u2 2uvDJ.
~79!
Putting this into Eq. ~78! and noting that ja15jb451, ja2
5jb3521 ~with the labels i, j as specified in the figure! we
finally obtain the correction to the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker con-
ductances of the ideal system:
dGi j5ie22u lim
v→0
M˜ T~v!
v S uv v2 2uv 2v2u2 uv 2u2 2uv2uv 2v2 uv v2
2u2 2uv u2 uv
D .
~80!
In Appendix D we show that
gT[i lim
v→0
M˜ T~v!
v
54
uGu2e*2
\3
E
0
‘
dtt Im G2~ t !, ~81!
where G2(t)5G2(0,t;0,0) and
G2~x ,t;x8,t8!
5^:CL
†~x8,t8!CR~x8,t8!::CR
† ~x ,t !CL~x ,t !:&.
~82!
Thus, the complete set of conductances has been expressed
in terms of equilibrium averages of quasiparticle operators.
Notice that the presence of a bias voltage Va on the edge
a modifies the time evolution of the corresponding quasipar-
ticle operator from Cˆ a
† (xa ,t) to Cˆ a† (xa ,t)e2ie*Vat/\. The
underlying physical assumption is, of course, that each edge
is in equilibrium with a reservoir at potential Va . Under this
assumption, the bias voltage dependence of the conductances
can be calculated with no additional effort.
To conclude this section we consider a specific experi-
mental setup of Fig. 1.36 The resistance Rxx of the quantum
point contact is measured between terminals 3 and 4 in
Fig. 1
Rxx5
V42V3
I , ~83!
where I is the source-to-drain current. By considering that
the constriction does not affect the source and drain probes,
the full conductance matrix reads-10
Gi j5
e2
h nS 1 0 0 0 0 210 1 0 21 0 021 0 11dg11 dg12 dg13 dg140 0 211dg21 11dg22 dg23 dg240 21 dg dg 11dg dg D , ~84!
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0 0 dg41 dg42 211dg43 11dg44where the indices i, j run over $S ,D ,1,2,3,4% and the right
bottom submatrix is given by dgi j5hdGi j /ne2. As it is cus-
tomary in the experimental setup we fix VD50, IS52ID
52I and I15I25I35I450. With these constraints, the
equation ~29! can be easily solved, and to the lowest nonva-
nishing order in gT we get
Rxx5
h2
n2e4
e22u~u1v !ugT5
h2
n2e4
e2ucosh ugT . ~85!
Notice that this perturbative result is valid only so long as
Rxx is much smaller that h/e2: the tunneling amplitude G
must be sufficiently small for this to happen.
VII. TUNNELING IN THE PRESENCE OF A
CONSTRICTION
Let us apply the formalism developed in the previous sec-
tion to evaluate the resistance of a constriction of the type
shown in Fig. 1. The mixing angles u1 and u3 in the two
external regions are assumed to be equal, while u2 (u2
.u1) measures the strength of the interaction within the
constriction.
The calculation of the correlation function G6 can be
performed by using definition ~57! for C† and the Haussdorf
lemma
eAeB5eBeAe [A ,B]. ~86!035314We start by considering the zero temperature limit, where we
obtain
G2~x ,t;x8,t8!5expF2pe*2
ne2
(
l ,k.0
@w˜ kR
l ~x !1w˜ kL
l ~x !#
3@w˜ kR
l*~x8!1w˜ kL
l*~x8!#eivk(t2t8)G . ~87!
When we substitute the functions w˜ k
u(d)(x) with those deter-
mined in Eqs. ~45! and ~47! we obtain ~we use x5x8 with x
inside the region of the constriction!
G2~x ,t;x ,t8!
5expF2pe*2Lne2 e22u2 (k2.0 1k2 ~ uAueik2x2Bue2ik2xu2
1uAde2ik2x2Bdeik2xu2!eik2c2(t2t8)G , ~88!
where the coefficients Au, Bu, Ad, and Bd are given by Eqs.
~48!–~50!. By assuming that the tunneling is localized only
at the point x5x850 and substituting expression ~48! into
this equation we obtain the key resultG2~ t !5expF4pe*2Lne2 cosh~2u2!cosh~2u1! e22u2 (k2.0 S cosh~2u12!2sinh~2u12!cos~k2d !112 sinh2~u12!sin2~k2d ! D e
ik2c2t
k2 G , ~89!where we have defined u125u12u2. For the function G1(t)
the calculation is similar and we can obtain G1(t) from the
above expression with the substitution t→2t .
Before going into the detailed analysis of the above ex-
pression, it is useful to recall that in the limiting case u12
50 we recover the result of Wen37 for the case of interacting
edges:
G2
W~ t !5expF4pe*2Lne2 e22u1 (k.0 eivktk G . ~90!Notice that the presence of the inter-edge interaction leads to
a renormalization of the power-law behavior of the current-
voltage characteristics via the factor e22u1. The explicit form
of the function G6
W(t) can be obtained by using the well
known analytical results
(
n51
‘
cos~nq !
n
52
1
2 ln@222 cos~q !# ,-11
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n51
‘
sin~nq !
n
5
1
2 ~p2q !. ~91!
If q is a small quantity we have the approximate results
(
n51
‘
cos~nq !
n
.2ln~q !, (
n51
‘
sin~nq !
n
.
p
2 . ~92!
In the case of expression ~90! we can evaluate the series,
after defining the integer j as j5k1L/2p , obtaining
G6
W~ t !5expF2 2e*2
ne2
e22u1ln~12e7(2pic1t/L)2d!G
~93!
and in the limit of large system size ct/L!1 we have
G6
W~ t !5S d62pictL D
2(2/n)(e*2/e2)e22u1
, ~94!
where d assures the convergence of the series even when t
→0. This function is the propagator for the Luttinger Liquid
model, with the anomalous exponent0353142
n
e*2
e2
e22u1.
Notice that if we assume e*5ne we get for this exponent
2ne22u152n˜ . In this case the tunneling differential conduc-
tance at zero temperature is predicted to have a power law
behavior with exponent given by 2(e*/e)2/n22. Let us go
back to Eq. ~89!. First we notice that the additional
k-dependent factor in the sum of Eq. ~89! does not alter the
logarithmic behavior at long times. To see this we define the
quantity
S2~ t ,d !5
2p
L
cosh~2u2!
cosh~2u1! (k2.0
eik2c2t
k2
3S cosh~2u12!2sinh~2u12!cos~k2d !112 sinh2~u12!sin2~k2d ! D , ~95!
and evaluate it numerically. To do this we calculate sepa-
rately its real and imaginary part,Re S2~ t ,d !5 (
n51
‘
cosh~2u12!2sinh~2u12!cos~2pdn/L2!
112 sinh2u12sin2~2pdn/L2!
cos~2pnc2t/L !
n
,
Im S2~ t ,d !5 (
n51
‘
cosh~2u12!2sinh~2u12!cos~2pdn/L2!
112 sinh2u12sin2~2pdn/L2!
sin~2pc2tn/L !
n
. ~96!Notice that in these sums we have substituted k252pn/L2
where n is an integer and
L25L
cosh~2u1!
cosh~2u2!
~97!
takes into account the different speed of propagation of the
waves in regions 1 and 2 @see Eq. ~46!#.
It is now useful to observe that the length of the constric-
tion introduces a characteristic time scale t05d/c2, the
travel time of an edge wave across the constriction. This
clearly identifies a short (t,t0) and long (t.t0) time re-
gime. In these two regimes, the Eqs. ~96! may be approxi-
mated by taking the small and large d-limit in the
k-dependent factor. First we get for d→0 the expressions
Re S2~ t ,d→0 !5e22u12H 2 12 lnF222 cosS 2pc2tL D G J
.2e22u12ln~2pc2t/L2!, ~98!
Im S2~ t ,d→0 !5e22u12S p2 ~124c2t/L2! D.e22u12 p2 .
In this limit the function G2(t) will then readG2 ,d→0~ t !5S d2 2pic2tL2 D
2(2/n)(e*2/e2)e22u1
. ~99!
Remembering that the velocity c2 and the length L2 are re-
lated by Eq. ~97! we recover exactly the result one has when
the constriction is not present.
In the other limit d→‘ we have substituted in these two
functions the averaged values, ^cos(k2d)&50, ^sin2(k2d)&
51/2, obtaining
Re S2~ t ,d→‘!5@11tanh2~u12!#
3H 2 12 lnF222 cosS 2pc2tL2 D G J
.2@11tanh2~u12!#ln~2pc2t/L2!,
~100!
Im S2~ t ,d→‘!5~11tanh2~u12!!S p2 ~122c2t/L2! D
.@11tanh2~u12!#
p
2 .-12
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law of t
G2 ,d→‘~ t !5S d2 2pic2tL2 D
2(2/n)(e*2/e2)e22u2[11tanh2(u12)]
.
~101!
In this case the presence of the constriction affects the expo-
nent of this correlation function and can change the behavior
of the tunneling amplitude.
The two limiting regimes of short and long times of
S2(t ,d) are clearly visible in the full numerical evaluation as
shown in Fig. 4. In the calculation of the real and imaginary
parts of S2(t ,d), we have fixed a value of d and then varied
the value of c2t . As it is seen in the figures the two limits we
have discussed are reached when d!c2t or d@c2t . In Fig. 4
we plot the numerical result for these functions as a function
of c2t/L for some value of d and fixed u12 . We have re-
stricted the calculation only to the limit of large system size
ct/L ,d/L!1. The agreement of the calculated expressions
FIG. 4. ~a! Plot of Re S2(t ,d) vs ln(c2t/L2) for various values of
d. Observe the two different regimes for c2t.d and c2t,d . The
two slopes agree very well with the approximated result of Eq.
~102!. We have chosen exp(u12)51.5275 in this calculation. ~b! Plot
of Im S(t ,d) vs ln(c2t/L2) for various values of d. We used the same
parameters as ~a!. The values for small and large c2t/L2 agree well
with the expected results @see Eqs. ~98! and ~100!#. The downward
curvature at large times arises from the finite size of the system
used in the numerical calculation and disappears in the limit of large
system size.035314with the approximate results ~98! and ~100! is very good.
Hence from now on we will use the simple expressions ~98!
and ~100! to carry out the calculation of the tunneling con-
ductance.
We then approximate the whole sum ~96! with a combi-
nation of two functions in the form
S2~ t ,d !5Q~ t2t0!S2~ t ,d→0 !
1Q~ t02t !~S2~ t ,d→‘!2D2!, ~102!
where the two functions S2(t ,d→0) and S2(t ,d→‘) are
determined by the corresponding limits for the functions
Re S2 and ImS2 . The factor D2 assures that S2(t ,d) is a
continuous function of t. With this approximation we have
separated the long time and short time behaviors of the re-
sponse function. We then expect that the low energy behavior
~which corresponds to the low bias voltage region! of the
conductance will be dominated by the long time part of
S2(t ,d). Conversely, the response to a high bias voltage will
be dominated by the short time behavior of S2(t ,d). Within
this approximation the function G2 reads
G2~ t !5Q~ t2t0!G2 ,d→0~ t !1Q~ t02t !G2 ,d→‘~ t !
3expF2 2e*2
e2n
e22u2D2G . ~103!
Having obtained the expression for the function G2 it is
now possible to calculate the response function. We take into
account the finite potential difference across the Hall bar via
the replacement
G2~ t !→G2~ t !eie*VTt/\, ~104!
where
VT5
V11V2
2 2
V31V4
2 5VH ~105!
is the potential difference across the quantum point contact,
and coincides with the Hall voltage. With this transforma-
tion, as is shown in Appendix D, we get
gT~vT!54
uGu2e*2
\3
d
dvT
ImE
0
‘
dteivTtIm G2~ t !.
~106!
A lengthy but straightforward calculation gives the expres-
sion for the tunneling conductance at zero temperature ~see
Appendix E for details!gT~vT!5S 4uGu2e*2t0
\3
D S a2pct0D asinS pa2 D ddvT F uvTt0ua21S cosS pa2 D sgn~vTt0!Re G~12a ,2ivTt0!
1sinS pa2 D Im G~12a ,2ivTt0! D1uvTt0ub21S cosS pb2 D sgn~vTt0!~G~12b!
2Re G~12b ,2ivTt0!!2sinS pb2 D Im G~12b ,2ivTt0! D G , ~107!-13
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vT5
e*
\
VT ,
a5
2
n
e*2
e2
e22u1, ~108!
b5
2
n
e*2
e2
e22u2@11tanh2~u12!# ,
a is a short-distance cutoff, and G(z1 ,z2) is the incomplete G
function49.
In Fig. 5 we plot Rxx(vT) in the case that the interedge
interaction is confined to the region of the constriction ~i.e.,
we set u15u350 and let u2 assume several different val-
ues!. Experimentally, u2 can be increased by narrowing the
constriction by the application of a gate potential. When u2
50 there is no interaction and Rxx diverges as VT
a22 at low
bias. This low-bias behavior does not change upon increas-
ing u2 because the long time behavior is dominated by the
exponent a which does not depend on u2. At larger bias
voltage on the other hand, Rxx behaves as VT
b22
. Further-
more, the plot of Rxx shows oscillations, which become more
pronounced with increasing u2. We can express the period of
these oscillations in terms of the physical parameters of the
theory
DVT5
h
e*t0
5
hc1
e*d
cosh 2u1
cosh 2u2
. ~109!
The frequency of the oscillations increases with increasing
u2 as it is apparent in Fig. 5.035314The finite temperature behavior of the tunneling resis-
tance can be derived from the zero-temperature behavior of
the same quantity by means of the conformal
transformation50
~d6it !→ sin@pT~d6it !#
pT . ~110!
Notice that we are using units in which \5kB51, where kB
is the Boltzmann constant. The correct physical dimensions
are restored via the substitution T→kBT/\ and this is under-
stood in the Eqs. ~111! and ~112! below. Making transforma-
tion ~110! in Eqs. ~99! and ~101!, and substituting in Eqs.
~102! and ~103! we obtain, after lengthy calculations ~see
Appendix E for more details!
FIG. 5. Plot of the resistance Rxx /uGu2 given by Eq. ~85! with
the gT calculated in Eq. ~107! for various values of u2 at fixed u1
50. The oscillations at large bias voltage becomes more and more
pronounced with increasing u2.gT~vT ,T !54
e*2uGu2
\3
S a2pc D S aT2c D
a21 sinS pa2 D
sinha~pTt0!
]
]vT
ImH eivTt0a2i vT
pT
FS a ,1;11 a2 2i vT2pT ; 112e2pTt0D
12b21sinhb~pTt0!BS b2 2i vT2pT ,12b D2 e
ivTt0
b2i
vT
pT
FS b ,1;11 b2 2i vT2pT ; 112e2pTt0D J , ~111!
where F is the hypergeometric function of four arguments ~also indicated as 2F1) and B the Euler beta function.49 In the case
u15u2 we have a5b , the first and third term cancel against each other and we recover Wen’s result
gT~vT!54
e*2uGu2
\3
S a2pc D S aTc D
a21
sinS ap2 D ddvT Im BS a2 2i vT2pT ,12a D . ~112!In Figs. 6~a!–6~d! we plot the differential resistance Rxx
vs. bias voltage for a system without inter-edge interaction
~dashed line–u25u150) and with inter-edge interaction~solid line–u150, u251) for different values of pdT/c1
50.1,0.5,1, and 1.5. The non vanishing value of u2 within
the constriction induces oscillations in the Rxx vs vT relation-14
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Rxx /uGu2 vs vT for a system with inter-edge in-
teraction within the constriction ~continuous line,
u150, u251) and without interedge interaction
~dashed line, u15u250). The four curves corre-
spond to different temperatures: pTd/c150.1
~a!, 0.5 ~b!, 1 ~c!, and 1.5 ~d!.with the same period as in the zero temperature case. How-
ever, we now have a maximum at zero bias voltage and two
minima at finite bias voltage. This behavior is due to the fact
that the temperature introduces a new energy scale. When the
e*V.kBT we are essentially in the zero temperature case
and the resistance Rxx decreases with decreasing bias voltage
~see Fig. 5!. But, when the e*V,kBT the resistance turns
around and begins to increase, reaching a maximum at zero
bias. This behavior implies the presence of two minima lo-
cated at bias voltages of the order of magnitude of kBT/e*:
these are clearly seen in Fig. 6. The finite value of Rxx at zero
bias ~independent of VT to first order! indicates that the con-
striction is behaving like an ohmic resistor in this regime,
even though the resistance is strongly temperature-
dependent.
The presence of a constriction adds another energy scale
in the problem, associated with the inverse of the character-
istic time t0. For temperatures smaller than \/t0 the low bias
behavior is dominated by the same exponent a @cf. Figs. 6~a!
and 6~b!# irrespective of whether the inter-edge interaction is
present or not. When the temperature, instead, is greater than
\/t0 the exponent b , which depends on the strength of the
interaction within the constriction, controls the behavior of035314Rxx @cf. Figs. 6~c! and 6~d!#. As a consequence the minima at
finite bias are generally deeper and shift to lower voltages.
The effect of the constriction depends quantitatively on
both the inter-edge interaction parameter u2 and the tempera-
ture. To appreciate this, in Fig. 7 we plot the differential
resistance Rxx for different values of the inter-edge interac-
tion and the temperature. More specifically we have plotted
Rxx without interactions (u25u150) and with interactions
within the constriction (u150, u250.2) for pdT/c1
50.5,1,5, and 10. We notice that the effect of the inter-edge
interaction disappears at sufficiently low temperature, since
it is always the long times exponent a that matters in that
regime. The effect of the interaction shows up upon increas-
ing the temperature above the crossover energy \/t0: the
latter decreases with increasing u2. Such a trend is clearly
seen by comparing Figs. 6 and 7. We note that similar cross-
over effects in the temperature and voltage behavior have
been discussed also in the context of transport in quantum
wires.25–27
Finally we would like to comment about recent measure-
ments of tunneling characteristics through a constriction36 in
the weak interedge tunneling regime at high magnetic field.
At relatively high temperatures (T.400mK) the experimentFIG. 7. Plot of the differential resistance
Rxx /uGu2 vs frequency with and without inter-
edge interaction within the constriction. Solid
line–u150, u250.2; Dashed line–u15u250.
Temperatures are pdT/c150.5 ~a!, 1 ~b!, 5 ~c!,
and 10 ~d!.-15
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ferential longitudinal resistance which is qualitatively consis-
tent with the results presented above. The experiment also
shows well defined minima at finite bias voltage, which, ac-
cording to the previous discussions may reveal the effect of
the constriction. In fact, the system without inter-edge inter-
actions never shows deep minima in this temperature range.
At lower temperatures, on the other hand, the experiment
shows a completely different behavior which is not qualita-
tively consistent with the present theory irrespective of the
presence of inter-edge interactions. Strong tunneling
effects,51 which can be treated by the thermodynamic Bethe
ansatz, are not likely to explain the unexpected decrease in
Rxx that is seen at these temperatures. This clearly suggests
that a different physical mechanism comes into play at these
temperatures and some additional physical input is needed.
One could, for instance, speculate that, within the constric-
tion, the hydrodynamic approximation may be too crude and
better treatment of the edge structure may be required. This
is, however, outside the scope of the present work.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have extended the derivation of the xLL
model to arbitrary values of the filling factor n . We have
developed a theory to calculate the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker con-
ductances for various experimental setups, taking into ac-
count both interedge tunneling and interedge interactions. In
the absence of tunneling, our model recovers the usual frac-
tional Hall conductance, even when an interedge interaction
is present. The breaking of translational invariance, due to
the constriction, does not change the low-frequency behavior
of the conductance as long as tunneling can be neglected.
We have then discussed the effect of interedge tunneling.
Tunneling destroys the exact quantization of the Hall con-
ductance. We have calculated the tunneling conductance ~re-
lated to the resistance of the constriction! to the second order
in the tunneling amplitude. A problem with the present form
of our theory is a fundamental uncertainty about the value of
the effective charge e* of the quasiparticles at a generic
filling factor n . This remains a major open theoretical ques-
tion.
The presence of the constriction introduces a finite time-
scale ~the time it takes an edge wave to travel along-the
constriction! and gives rise to different short-and long-time
behaviors of the tunneling propagator. The long-time ~low
frequency! behavior is dominated by an exponent that coin-
cides with the one well known in the literature. The short-
time behavior is dominated by a different exponent, smaller
than the long-time exponent. The interplay between the two
exponents introduces small oscillations in the tunneling con-
ductance which can possibly be used to measure the ampli-
tude of the interedge interaction and the velocity of the
modes in the constriction.
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APPENDIX A: COMMUTATION RELATIONS
To derive the commutation rule of Eq. ~11!, one integrates
Eq. ~8! with respect to y and y8 according to the prescrip-
tions given in Eq. ~10!. The delta function makes the com-
mutator non vanishing only for points belonging to the same
edge and the final result will have a factor dab . We get
@drˆ ~xa!,drˆ ~xa8 !#
5i,2E dydy8@]xar0~xa ,y !#]yd~xa2xa8 !d~y2y8!
2i,2E dydy8@]yr0~xa ,y !#]xad~xa2xa8 !d~y2y8!.
~A1!
One observes that the first term on the right-hand side van-
ishes, while the second term gives, after making the integra-
tion over y8 and y, for a5L:
@drˆ ~xL!,drˆ ~xL8 !#
52i,2@r0~xL ,d !2r0~xL,0!#]xLd~xL2xL8 !
52i,2r0~x !]xLd~xL2xL8 !, ~A2!
and, for a5R ,
@drˆ ~xR!,drˆ ~xR8 !#
52i,2@r0~xR,0!2r0~xR ,2d !#]xRd~xR2xR8 !
5i,2r0~x !]xRd~xR2xR8 !, ~A3!
where d indicates the distance from the edge at which the
density has reached its bulk value, r0(x). The different order
of the limits of integration for the two edges gives the rela-
tive minus sign between the edges.
APPENDIX B: PROPERTIES OF THE EIGENVALUE
PROBLEM
In this appendix we want to study some analytical prop-
erties of Eq. ~18!. First of all let us define the operators
M a5isa]xa, ~B1!
Ha ,b5
n
2pE2‘
‘
dxb8]xaV~xa ,xb8 !]xb8 . ~B2!
With this definition we rewrite the equation of motion ~18! in
the compact form
vMw5Hw . ~B3!-16
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request that H is positive definite ~this will assure the stabil-
ity of the physical system!.
Let us define the auxiliary function
C5H1/2w , ~B4!
which is a solution of the equation
1
v
C5~H2 1/2MH21/2!C5M˜ C , ~B5!
if w is a solution of Eq. ~18!. Because M˜ is a Hermitian
operator we have the results ~1! the set $C% of solutions
forms a complete base of the Hilbert space, ~2! the orthonor-
mality condition is
(
a
E dxaCn*~xa!Cm~xa!5dn ,m , ~B6!
and ~3! the completeness relation is
(
n
Cn~xa!Cm*~xb8 !5da ,bd~xa2xb8 !. ~B7!
Because there is a one-to-one relation between w and C we
have the following properties of the solutions of equation
~18!: ~1! the solutions w form a complete base of the Hilbert
space, ~2! they are orthogonal with respect to the scalar
product
~wn ,wm!5(
a
E dxavnwn*~xa!M awm~xa!, ~B8!
and ~3! they satisfy the completeness relation
2i(
n
vnwn~xa!wn*~xb8 !sb]xb8
5da ,bd~xa2xb8 !. ~B9!
We obtain the relations reported in the text if we normalize
the functions wn as wn /Auvnu.
Now we want discuss the degeneracy of the eigenvalues
of Eq. ~18!.
~i! If wm(xa) is a solution with given eigenvalue vm then
the function wm*(xa) is also a solution with eigenvalue v2n
52vn .
~ii! If wm(xa) is a solution with given eigenvalue vm then
the function sa ,b
x wm(xb) is also a solution with eigenvalue
2vm .
Then we have that if wm(xa) is a solution then
sa ,b
x w*(xb) is still a solution with the same eigenvalue: that
is the solutions of problem ~18! are doubly degenerate.
APPENDIX C: CONSERVATION LAWS
In the case Va ,b(x2x8)5Va ,b(x)d(x2x8) the quantity
wa
† ~x !sa ,b
z wb~x !5wL
†~x !wL~y !2wR
† ~x !wR~x ! ~C1!
is conserved:
]x@wa
† ~x !sa ,b
z wb~x !#50. ~C2!035314The proof of the existence of this conserved quantity rests on
the basis of the existence of the inverse of the matrix Va ,b(x)
for every value of x. Consider the equation of motion and its
complex conjugate for the displacement field wave function
w(x):
ivwa~x !5
nsa
2p Vab~x !]xwb~x !, ~C3!
2ivwa*~x !5
nsa
2p ]xwb
*~x !Vba~x !. ~C4!
The conservation law follows by first taking Vab on the left-
hand side of both equations and then multiplying the first
~second! equation on the left ~right! by wb*sba
z (sabz wb), and
finally summing the two equations.
APPENDIX D: CALCULATION OF THE TUNNELING
PROPAGATOR
In this Appendix we derive Eq. ~81!. The first task is to
compute M˜ T(t). We do this to second order in perturbation
theory in G . The first term in the definition of M˜ T(t) propa-
gator. Since it is already second order in G , we only need to
evaluate its average in the unperturbed ground state. This can
be expressed in terms of the correlation functions G2(t8;t)
defined in Eq. ~82!, obtaining
^@Hˆ T~ t8!,Hˆ T~ t !#&54iuGu2Im G2~ t8;t !. ~D1!
Notice that in this expression we have dropped the anoma-
lous averages that appear when one considers the average
value of several field operators C . This is justified by the
presence of the fermion operator U in the definition of the
quasi-particle operators ~57!. Hence the contribution of tun-
neling current propagator to M˜ T(t) reads
^@IˆT~ t !,IˆT~0 !#&524i
e*2
\2
uGu2Im G2~ t;0 !. ~D2!
We now consider the other term in M˜ T(t). This is the aver-
age of the tunneling Hamiltonian and is only first order in G
so that we need to compute the first order correction to the
ground state as well. We get
^Hˆ T~ t !&5
i
\E2‘
t
dt8^@Hˆ T~ t8!,Hˆ T~ t !#& ~D3!
5
i
\E2‘
t
dt84iuGu2Im G2~ t8;t !. ~D4!
We are now ready to compute the Fourier transform of
M˜ T(t). We get-17
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v→0
M˜ T~v!
v
52
4e*2uGu2
\3 F i limv→0E0‘dtsin~vt !v Im G2~ t !
1 lim
v→0
E
0
‘
dt
cos~vt !21
v
Im G2~ t !G
52i
4e*2uGu2
\3
E
0
‘
dtt Im G2~ t !. ~D5!
The presence of a voltage difference between the edges
can be taken in to account by means of the transformations
G2~ t !→eivTtG2~ t !,
G1~ t !→eivTtG1~ t !, ~D6!
from which we get
^@Hˆ T~ t8!,Hˆ T~ t !#&54iuGu2cos~vTt !Im G2~ t8;t !,
^@IˆT~ t !,IˆT~0 !#&524i
e*2uGu2
\2
cos~vTt !Im G2~ t !,
~D7!
and we finally arrive at the expression for gT
i lim
v→0
M˜ T~v!
v
5
4e*2uGu2
\3
d
dvT
ImE
0
‘
dteivTtIm G2~ t !.
~D8!
APPENDIX E: EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS
In this appendix we provide a few details concerning the
evaluation of the integral occurring in the calculation of the
Fourier transform of the response function G2(t). In the
zero temperature case, we must evaluate an integral of the
form
E
t0
‘
dt~d6it !2aeivt, ~E1!
where a is a positive real number. To do this we go in the
complex plane of the variable t and consider, for positive
frequency v , an integration path like the one shown in Fig.
8. A specular path in the lower half-plane must be used for
negative frequency. We observe that the integrand function
has no poles in the complex half-plane of t with a positive
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